Synthetic HIV-1 Tat can dissociate HeLa nuclear protein-TAR RNA complexes in vitro: a novel Tat-nuclear protein interaction.
Multiple binding of Tat and nuclear protein(s) to HIV-1 TAR RNA appears to be essential for the Tat-mediated trans-activation. As synthetic Tat-(1-47), which lacks the basic domain and does not bind TAR RNA in vitro, efficiently transactivated HIV-1 LTR in HeLa nuclear extracts, we hypothesized that Tat might trans-activate by interaction with TAR RNA via a host nuclear protein. The role of nuclear proteins in Tat-TAR interaction was examined through evaluation of several synthetic Tat peptides for ability to bind TAR RNA in vitro both in the presence and in the absence of HeLa nuclear proteins. Our data show that both Tat-(1-47) and Tat-(1-86) interact with TAR RNA-bound nuclear proteins, leading to dissociation of the nuclear protein-TAR RNA complexes; the N-terminal sequence of Tat appears to be involved in this interaction. Thus, after binding to TAR RNA, Tat can interact with a proximal TAR-bound nuclear protein and the resulting Tat-nuclear protein complex, now displaced from TAR, may initiate a facile and rapid assembly of the RNA polymerase II transcription complex. This study thus recognizes a novel interaction between Tat and a nuclear protein(s). Here we propose that the interaction of Tat with a nuclear protein(s) occurring on TAR RNA may be one of several steps in the mechanism of Tat-mediated trans-activation of the HIV-1 LTR.